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posted Comment Comment history punch this, let's see the distribution options of the new rules, before they are implemented so that we can decide if we are willing to accept this rule change before we have to do. (see part 1 of this thread I find it hard to believe that a coach and/or player would knowingly miss a goal which is why I think the rule is BS. It is especially hard to believe when a missed
goal comes at the end of a game, when the coaches & players know that extra time will be added later to even out the odds. Besides, it is just not the right way to play the game. The idea is to score more goals than the opposition, and if you miss a ball you have given them the chance to score. The more I think about this rule, the more it makes sense. Wow! I don't think anyone would miss an open net,
but I can't see the reason why you would miss a ball that was deflected into the net by an opponent. Maybe it is common to throw in a couple bounces when the opposition is shooting, but I can't remember ever seeing that myself. I won't make my opinion on this rule known unless I actually am asked my opinion before they implement the new rule. My expectations of other golfers have just been
lowered a bit. The Defender did miss the puck on the play. Belski lost the puck in-house and it was errant to Bradford. But in the heat of the moment and the pressure of the goalie coming down with the puck, the goalkeeper clearly missed the puck first. In the next instance, there were more defenders in front of the net than Bradford. The puck should not have been diverted at all. I've watched the
footage a dozen times and I am not convinced that a goalie should be considered an automatic goal scorer. Certainly if the ball is on the goal line and the shot is low, it's a goalie's job to save the puck. However, a goalie also has the responsibility to support his teammates so that the other team will not be able to score goals in a non-credible manner. Bradford did not miss the open puck, he shot the
puck. The puck was shot low and went high off Bradford's stick. The puck bounced off Bradford and dribbled f678ea9f9e
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